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This report addresses a number of key issues in the physical and numerical testing of
marine renewable energy systems, including
wave energy devices, current turbines, and offshore wind turbines. The report starts with an
overview of the types of devices considered,
and introduces some key studies in marine renewable energy research. The development of
new ITTC guidelines for testing these devices
is placed in the context of guidelines developed
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or under development by other international
bodies as well as via research projects. Sites
developed around the world for full-scale testing of Marine Renewable Energy Devices are
discussed. Some particular challenges are introduced in the experimental and numerical
modelling and testing of these devices, including the simulation of Power-Take-Off systems
(PTOs) for physical models of all devices, approaches for numerical modelling of devices,
and the correct modelling of wind load on offshore wind turbines. Finally issues related to
the uncertainty in performance prediction from
test results are discussed.

3
3.1

3.2

Wave Energy Converters

Device Types. Wave Energy Converters
(WECs) are devices designed to convert wave
energy into another useful form of energy. In
most cases the target is electricity generation
but other uses have been proposed, such as
fresh water production by desalination.
Wave energy is characterised by a wide diversity of concepts and technologies. At present, more than one hundred projects are in
development around the world. More than one
thousand patents have been filed, the earliest
being as old as 1799 by Girard and Sons. Excellent reviews of wave energy technologies
can be found in Falcao (2009) and Falnes
(2007). The majority of devices use one of
three following working principles:

OVERVIEW
Technology Readiness Level

Overtopping Devices: In these devices,
waves run over a ramp in order to fill a reservoir in which mean water level is higher than
the mean sea water level. Potential energy in
the reservoir is then converted into electricity
using conventional low head turbines. Figure 1
shows two examples of prototypes.

The stages of development of marine renewable devices are commonly described in
the industry in terms of Technology Readiness
Levels (TRLs). These provide a consistent
process enabling identification of the stage of
development of a device and identification of
suitable test procedures for evaluating device
performance at a defined stage of development.
This information can then be used to provide
an unbiased assessment of a device for investment/development purposes independent of
device type or scale.

Oscillating Water Columns: Oscillating
Water Columns (OWCs) have a partly submerged structure with an inner chamber with
an internal free surface. Pressure variations in
the incident waves excite the internal free surface to oscillate via a submerged opening in the
chamber. The free surface oscillation forces the
air above to flow through an air turbine that
drives a generator. Examples of well-known
prototypes are shown in figure 2.

In the case of the renewable energy industry, the following stages of Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs) are commonly considered
(e.g. Mankins (2009)). TRL 1-3 correspond to
research stages up to and including proof of
concept, TRL 4-5 correspond to component,
sub-system and system validation in laboratories and/or simulated operational environments
and TRL 6-9 correspond to prototype demonstration in operational environment through to
system proving via successful deployment.
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overtopping

Low head turbine

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1. Overtopping Devices: (a) Schematic Diagram; (b) TAPCHAN built onshore in Norway
in the 1980s; (c) 1/4.5 scale model of floating device Wavedragon deployed in Denmark in 2003.
Turbine

Incident waves

Chamber

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2. Oscillating Water Column Devices: (a) Schematic; (b) Pico shore-based OWC built in
the Azores in 1999; (c) Oceanlinx floating OWC deployed in 2010 in New South Wales Australia

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 3. Oscillating Body Devices: (a) Schematic; (b) Carnegie’s Ceto heaving buoy; (c)
Aquamarine’s Oyster device; (d) Pelamis Wave Power’s P2 device. Devices c) and d) have
been tested at the European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) full-scale test site in the UK.
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Figure 4. Classification of wave energy technologies (from Falcao (2009))

Oscillating Bodies: In these devices, incident waves make one or several bodies oscillate. Relative motions between the bodies and
the sea bottom or between the bodies themselves are used to drive a Power Take Off system (PTO), often based on hydraulic components. The working principles and examples of
well-known prototypes are shown in figure 3.

WECs may also be classified using the location of installation. Some wave energy converters are designed to be installed at the shoreline, some in near-shore shallow-water regions
while other can be installed in deep water offshore.
A final approach to classification of WECs
uses considerations of size. Devices of small
dimensions with respect to wavelength are
called “point absorbers”. Examples are Carnegie’s Ceto device or the Aquamarine’s Oyster.
Large devices with the longest dimension parallel to the wave crests are called “terminators”, whereas devices with the longest dimension parallel to the wave propagation direction
are called “attenuators”. The Wavedragon is an
example of a terminator and the Pelamis is an
example of an attenuator.

Other Devices: Some devices may use
other working principles. Wave turbines have
been proposed for instance, in which wave induced flow velocity is used with lifting surfaces in order to drive rotary generators (Siegel
et al., 2013). Partly or even fully flexible devices have also been considered (Bellamy et
al., 1986, Farley et al., 2011).
WEC Classification. WECs may be classified in a number of ways. One approach often
used is to classify by the working principle;
Figure 4, taken from Falcao (2009), shows a
well-known example.

Landmark Studies. Modern studies in wave
energy can be traced back to the 1974 paper by
Salter and the 1975 paper by Budal and Falnes
in Nature, and the 1976 paper by Evans in
Journal of Fluid Mechanics. This pioneering
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work initiated a considerable amount of research on wave energy until the mid-1980s,
when funding stopped partly because of the
decline in the oil price. References to many
interesting studies which were conducted at
that time can be found in the review paper by
Falnes (2007) and in McCormick (1981), Berge
(1982) and Evans & Falcao (1985).

3.3

Current Energy

Device types. Marine current devices are
designed to convert the kinetic energy of flowing water into electrical energy by means of
mechanical parts that undergo rotational or
oscillatory motions in reaction to currentinduced hydrodynamic forces. Electric generators typically convert motions into electric
power.

Interest in wave energy started again in the
mid-1990s, due to increasing awareness of issues associated with climate change and thus
the need for renewable energy. From 1998 to
2002, an experimental program investigated
several wave energy concepts in Denmark
(Meyer et al., 2002). A techno-economic study
of the deployment of WEC arrays based on
early 2000s technologies was carried out in the
US in 2004 (Previsic, 2004). Books were published by Falnes (2002) and Cruz (2008). In
addition to device-specific R&D, scientific
research has been carried out on assessment of
wave energy resource (Kerbiriou et al., 2007,
Folley & Whittaker, 2009, Saulnier et al.,
2011), on device control for maximising power
capture (Hals et al., 2002, Babarit & Clément,
2006, Babarit et al., 2009, Crétel, 2011, Clément & Babarit, 2012, Fusco & Ringwood,
2012), on device performance (Babarit et al.,
2012) and on array interactions (Folley et al.,
2012, Babarit, 2013).

Devices can be classified as turbine systems
when moving parts consist of rotor blades and
non-turbine systems. Marine current turbines
are further classified according to the orientation of the turbine axis with respect to the
dominant direction of the current. Turbines
operating with the axis aligned with the current
are referred to as horizontal axis turbines to
distinguish from cross-flow turbines in which
the axis is orthogonal to the current direction.
Vertical-axis turbines represent a particular
case of cross-flow turbines. Non-turbine devices present a variety of configurations. The
most common cases utilise moving parts consisting of oscillating lifting surfaces such as
foils, sails or kites. Other systems are based on
the VIV (Vortex-Induced Vibrating) cylinder
concept.
In some cases, marine current devices are
also divided between systems designed for unidirectional currents (ocean current devices) and
those specific for bi-directional tidal currents
(tidal devices). The present discussion is limited to devices converting the kinetic energy
associated with flowing water masses (hydrokinetic devices). A further type of tidal device,
not considered here, is designed to exploit potential energy from tidal range (rise and fall);
these devices, sometimes described as tidal
barrages, are considered as hydropower systems and are not addressed here.

Many device concepts have been proposed
and developed to moderate TRLs; however,
while a few have been demonstrated at full
scale at sea for several years, there are still no
commercial wave farms in operation due to the
high cost of wave energy in comparison with
other renewable energy sources. Much work is
still required before achieving economicallycompetitive energy from wave power.
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Energy conversion mechanisms are generally fully submerged and may be positioned at
various depths from the free surface. Existing
technologies include bottom-fixed devices as
well as floating and mid-water devices in
which one or more turbines or equivalent
mechanisms are fitted to surface platforms or
submerged moored structures. Figure 5 shows
some examples of turbine and non-turbine concepts. A review of marine current device technologies can be found in Khan et al. (2009).

(a)

Operational Aspects. In spite of the large
number of concepts proposed over the last decades and the extensive analysis and design
studies carried out by numerical modelling,
laboratory tests and field trials of large-scale
prototypes, marine current device technology is
still at an early stage of maturity.

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

(h)

(f)

(i)

(g)

(j)

Figure 5 Examples of current energy devices: a) three-bladed bottom-fixed turbine b) floating
single turbine device, c) floating dual turbine device, d) dual turbine bottom-fixed device, e) dual
turbine mid-water device f) contra-rotating mid-water device g) ducted turbine (h) Vertical-axis
Darrieus turbine cluster (i) Gorlov turbine (j) Oscillating foil device
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canes) which pose a lesser threat to submerged
installations.

Recent state-of-art surveys by international
organizations (e.g. Ocean Energy Systems Annual Report 2012, Brito e Melo & Huckerby
(2012)) highlight that turbine systems are considered as the most promising technology, in
parallel with developments in wind energy devices. In particular, Horizontal Axis Current
Turbines (HACTs) and Vertical Axis Current
Turbines (VACTs) are to date the most widelyadopted solutions.

Turbines operating inside a converging/diverging nozzle or duct are sometimes
introduced as means to increase the power output of similarly sized rotor devices deployed in
relatively low-speed/low-energy currents. The
geometry of ducts can be designed to accelerate
the water flow incoming to the turbine. Ducting
solutions exist for both HACTs, VACTs and
other cross-flow devices, as shown in Figure 6;
Khan et al. (2009) gives a literature review on
the subject.

Each of these two layouts presents advantages and disadvantages. In terms of power
efficiency, that is the amount of power that is
produced for given momentum of the water
mass processed by the device, HACTs have in
general higher performance than VACTs. Conversely, HACT power capturing capability is
very sensitive to the alignment of turbine axis
and current direction, whereas VACTs are insensitive to the direction of the onset flow in a
plane normal to the turbine axis.

In general, the addition of a duct or nozzle
increases device drag thus increasing support
structure complexity. In an open environment
where the size of the device is small relative to
the available open area of flow in the deployment site (low blockage of the device), the increased drag of the device will effectively deflect more incoming flow around the device
rather than through it. Thus the overall power
capacity of the device may be comparable to or
worse than a similarly sized HACT with a rotor
diameter equal to the duct diameter, (van Bussel et al. (2007)). A duct or shroud may be
beneficial in more confined deployment sites or
sites with debris as the duct may offer a level
of protection to the rotor. Some device designs
use a duct or shroud to house a rim drive generator unit. Figure 5(g) shows a commercial
device of this type.

For this reason, the latter are frequently preferred in case of bidirectional tidal currents,
whereas the operation of HACTs in tidal current sites implies that suitable blade/turbine
orientation solutions are implemented. A simple solution for HACTs is to adopt blades with
bidirectional profiles that, at a price of reduced
hydrodynamic efficiency, do not require to be
oriented according to tide direction.
In the case of deployment in shallow water
sites, bottom-fixed installations of HACTs are
preferred, but many examples of floating turbines exist. VACTs are typically appended to
floating platforms with the advantage that generation set and power control systems can be
placed on the platform above the water surface
yielding inherent advantages in terms of inspection and maintenance operations. A disadvantage of floating devices is vulnerability in
case of extreme weather conditions (e.g. hurri-

State of Art technology & ongoing projects.
Technology development plans are advanced in
many regions characterised by intense ocean
and tidal current resources. This includes primarily the so-called Atlantic Arc in Europe,
Canada in North America, Indonesia, India,
China, Korea and Japan in Asia and Australia.
While new concepts are often proposed by
small companies and research teams, marine
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current technologies have captured the interest
of leading companies with core business in the
area of energy and marine propulsion systems.
Large-scale exploitation of marine current energy is still in the future; however the situation
is expected to evolve rapidly during the next
decade considering the number of projects for
array deployment that have obtained necessary
consent and funding in the last few years. Projects for realization of horizontal-axis tidal turbine arrays with capacity of 10 MW and more
are planned in U.K., France, Canada, Korea,
Australia, and India.
One of the projects most advanced in development is the MCT SeaGen shown in Figure
7, a 1.2MW horizontal axis tidal device deployed and operational since 2008 at Strangford Lough, Northern Ireland (Fraenkel
(2010)). The system consists of twin power
trains mounted on a crossbeam supported by a
bottom fixed tower. The cross beam can be
raised above the free surface for maintenance.
Each turbine has a diameter of 16 m and two
blades that can be pitched through 180 degrees
to operate in bi-directional flows with current
speed of 2.5 m/s. The company has plans to
deploy a 10MW turbine array in Wales and an
8MW tidal farm in Scotland. Other examples
of smaller horizontal-axis turbines are operating and grid-connected along the UK and Canadian coasts.

(a)

Figure 7. The Seagen 1.2 MW device operating at
Strangford Lough, Northern Ireland (U.K).

Many ongoing projects show results of
open sea field tests for device assessment in
view of pre-commercial deployment. In particular, several HACT prototypes with rated
power up to 1 MW have been tested at the
European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) in
the Orkney Islands (U.K.) and in other field
tests worldwide. Tests are primarily aimed at
confirming performance estimates from computational models and from small scale laboratory tests at large scale and in real environmental conditions. Trials are also aimed at verifying operability in extreme conditions, grid
connection, deployment and maintenance aspects and to analyse life-cycle performance and
reliability over testing periods from several
weeks to many months.

(b)

Figure 6 Diffusers: (a) HACT: Luquet et al.
2013); (b) VACT: (Ponta et al., 2008).
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An example of these projects is the HACT
tested in 2011 for three months off the coasts of
South Korea near the island of Jindo, shown in
Figure 8 (a). This is a 5.3 m diameter turbine
with three symmetrically shaped blades for
operation in bi-directional tidal currents, rated
power of 110 kW with a a current speed of 2.9
m/s. This represents a 1:3 scaled pilot installation. The full scale prototype, with rated capacity of 1 MW at a current speed of 2.9 m/s, is
being tested at EMEC.

(a)

Similarly, the HACT turbine in Figure 8 (b)
has been tested, firstly as a 1:3 scaled prototype
in open sea in Norway for more than five years
and subsequently by testing a full-scale 1 MW
unit at EMEC. A 10 MW power array utilising
these turbines is intended to be deployed in
Scotland in 2015 as one of the world’s first
commercial-scale tidal arrays. A ducted, rimdriven horizontal-axis turbine, Figure 8 (c), has
been tested at EMEC in 2008 and two 16 m
diameter, 2 MW power capacity units are being
deployed at the Fundy Ocean Research Centre
for Energy (FORCE), Fundy Bay, Canada.

(b)

The first grid-connected VACT device is
the small Kobold straight-blade Darreius type
turbine deployed since 2002 in Messina Strait
in Italy. A three-bladed, 5 m diameter prototype with rated capacity of 120-150 kW is being deployed off the coasts of Lomboc Island,
Indonesia. Other VACT projects are ongoing in
Korea and in China, where a research team
from Harbin Engineering University has developed a 300 kW device consisting of two 150
kW turbines fixed to a catamaran-type platform.

(c)
Figure 8 Examples of horizontal turbine prototypes
under assessment in field tests: (a) Voith Hydro
Test Turbine, Jindo, Korea; (b) Andritz Hydro
Hammerfest HS1000, EMEC, Scotland; (c) Open
Hydro Test Turbine, EMEC Scotland

Landmark studies. This section describes
representative experimental studies conducted
with the main objective of investigating specific aspects of marine current energy capturing
mechanisms and device operation and to provide datasets for the validation of computational models.
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set for computational model development that
included device powering, shaft steady and
unsteady loads, blade strain, measured device
acoustics, blade cavitation performance, tower
unsteady pressure, nacelle vibration, and detailed flow mapping of the inflow and wake
structure up to one rotor diameter downstream
with phase locked multi-component LDV and
Stereo PIV. The tests were conducted over a
range of blade chord Reynolds numbers from
3×105 to nearly 1×106 with Tip-Speed Ratios
2-7 and under cavitating and non-cavitating
conditions. The data base is one of the first
produced providing device structural response,
blade strain and drive shaft steady and unsteady
load, as a function of inflow conditions and
blade tower interaction.

Results of a detailed set of model tests of a
horizontal axis turbine conducted in a towing
tank and in a cavitation tunnel are presented by
Bahaj et al. (2007). Power and thrust measurements of a three-bladed turbine under various
hydrodynamic flow conditions are reported. In
particular, the effect of yaw angle, rotor immersion, and the interference between twin
rotors were studied. Cavitation inception studies are also reported.
Extensive studies of horizontal axis turbines
have been carried out at the flume/wave tank
by IFREMER (France). Wave-current interaction studies (Gaurier et al., 2013) have shown
that free-surface waves induce additional cyclic
loading on turbine blades and fatigue conditions are dominated by wave-induced loads.
Turbine wake flow studies by Laser-Doppler
velocity measurements have been presented in
Maganga et al. (2010) and the analysis of the
impact of onset flow turbulence on turbine performance and shed wakes is discussed in Mycek et al. (2014). The interaction between two
turbines has been addressed in Mycek et al.
(2013).
Milne et al. (2013) studied the impact of
unsteady inflow on blade loading on a threebladed rotor by towing the test-rig on an oscillating sub-carriage mounted on the main carriage of a towing tank, investigating single and
multi-frequency oscillations. Results showed
that flow separation leads to significant increases in loading, but for attached flow the
effects of unsteadiness are shown to be rather
smaller.

Recently, a three-bladed turbine model with
0.7 m diameter has been selected as the reference geometry for a Round-Robin test in the
framework of the R&D Project MaRINET cofunded by the European Union. At the time of
writing, tests have been conducted by
IFREMER (France), the University of Strathclyde (Scotland) and CNR-INSEAN (Italy).
The aim of this program is to compare turbine
performance measurements conducted in facilities of different type (towing tanks, flume tanks
and circulating water channels) and investigate
the impact of testing energy capturing devices
towed in calm water or kept fixed in an onset
flow with non-negligible turbulence levels.
Plans to repeat part of measurements using
models of identical geometry and different
scales have been made by CNR-INSEAN.
Similar comparative studies on vertical-axis
devices are not reported to date.

Fontaine et al. (2013) performed a detailed
verification and validation experiment on a
0.575m diameter model of a 3-bladed HACT
designed with improved cavitation performance, reduced sensitivity to fouling and reduced
blade noise. This test generated a detailed data

An example of experimental study aimed at
analysing the performance of horizontal-axis
turbines in an array is proposed by Myers and
Bahaj (2012). The flow field around a 2-row
array, device/device interaction as well as the
structure of shed wakes downstream the rows is
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investigated by simulating single turbines as
porous actuator disks with 100 mm diameter
(Figure 9). Acoustic-Doppler Velocimetry
(ADV) was used to measure velocity fields.
Results demonstrate that unit positioning combinations exist that allow an increase of the
overall power output capability of the array.

piles, tripods, jackets and gravity bases. Floating Offshore Wind Turbines (FOWTs) utilise
floating support structures in many cases utilising technology originally developed for the
offshore oil and gas industries. In the windturbine literature these are often categorised as
ballast-stabilised (e.g. Spars), Mooringstabilised (e.g. TLPs) and buoyancy-stabilised
(e.g. barges and semi-submersibles). While
bottom-mounted systems are currently operating commercially in several European countries, FOWTs are still in a process of evolution
with several technology demonstration projects
under way around the world. Some hybrid concepts are under development, attempting to
exploit potential for synergy between wind and
current or wave energy systems. As of 2013 the
two largest offshore wind farms are located in
UK waters: the 630 MW London Array (Figure
11) is the largest offshore wind farm in the
world, with the 504 MW Greater Gabbard
wind farm the second largest. All turbines are
of the bottom-mounted monopile type.

A key benefit of the collection of experimental data describing turbine performance
under different operating conditions is to provide datasets for the validation of computational models. Although these tests provide a
valuable data set, in many cases, the small
scale of model devices result in flow conditions
in which transitional effects and turbulence
development must be carefully evaluated to
ensure that test results are not biased by low
Reynolds number effects.

A number of FOWT projects are in the
demonstration stage of full-scale or large-scale
trials at sea. The first demonstration experiment
of a FOWT was Blue H’s tension leg platform
with a small wind turbine installed in Italian
waters in 2008. A number of larger scale
(c.2MW) technology demonstrators have followed. One is Hywind [4] the first large-scale
spar type FOWT installed by Statoil ASA off
the south-west coast of Norway in 2009.
WindFloat [5] is a semisubmersible type
FOWT installed by Principle Power Inc. in
2011 off the coast of Aguçadoura, Portugal.

Figure 9 Actuator disks used to simulate turbine
arrays in flume tank tests (Myers and Bahaj, 2011)

3.4

Wind energy

An offshore wind turbine system generates
electricity from the energy of wind over the
sea. Wind farms consist of arrays of offshore
wind turbines. Offshore wind turbine systems
may be divided into bottom-mounted and floating systems. Bottom-mounted systems typically utilise foundation technology of mono-

The Japanese government has recently
started three technology demonstration projects
in offshore wind. The first is a 2.0 MW spartype offshore wind turbine located off Goto
island near Kyushu. The second is the 16.0
MW floating offshore wind farm technology
demonstration Fukushima Project which con-
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sists of 4 floating devices: a three-column triangular semi-submersible (2MW), an advanced
Spar (7MW) and an V-Shape semi-submersible
(7MW), supported by the first floating substation in the world. The first electricity was
generated in 2013; the 7MW FOWTs will be
installed in 2014 and 2015. Finally the first
demonstrator of a large-scale vertical-axis type
FOWT is the SKWID hybrid wind-current device which is likely to be installed in Saga,
Japan by MODEC in 2014.

parison Collaboration (OC3) reported by
Jonkman and Musial (2010) which included
analysis of monopile and tripod bottommounted wind turbines and a spar buoy floating
turbine. Benchmarking developments are continuing with the ongoing project Annex 30 Offshore Code Comparison Collaboration Continuation (OC4), which addresses analysis of
jacket-mounted OWTs (Popko et. al (2012))
and semi-submersible FOWTs (Robertson et.
al (2013)).

There is rapid increase in capability of
simulation codes for FOWTs, such as those
developed by NREL (USA), Risø (Denmark),
IFPEN (France), MARINTEK (Norway)
among others. In recent years, development of
simulation codes has focussed on addressing
aero-hydro-servo-elastic coupling of FOWTs.
One example is the coupling of WAMIT developed by MIT and FAST developed by
NREL to predict dynamic characteristics of
FOWTs and estimate their parameters’ effects
on performance.

The increasing size of full-scale wind turbines requires that experiments adopt relatively
small scale models. Devices currently being
deployed employ turbines up to 170m in diameter, and sizes may continue to increase as
offshore installations become more economically attractive both in land and offshore. Consequently it is difficult to keep the physical
similarities of not only the scale of the model
but also the external wind load conditions.
Most of the experiments of 2-7MW FOWTs in
a conventional ocean basin or test tank now use
1/50-1/200 scale models. Some particular challenges of these tests are addressed in Section 7.

Some of the well-known prediction tools
for wind turbines have been benchmarked
through the International Energy Agency (IEA)
Wind Project Annex 23 Offshore Code Com-

(a)

(b)

Figure 10 Offshore wind turbine foundation types:
(a) Bottom Mounted Wind Turbines : monopile, tripod, jacket, gravity base;
(b) Floating Offshore Wind Turbines: Ballast-stabilised, mooring-stabilised, buoyancy-stabilised
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Figure 11 The largest offshore wind farm London Array (UK).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(d)

(f)

Figure 12 Prototypes of floating offshore wind turbines (FOWTs):
(a) Blue H TLP (Netherlands); (b) Hywind SPAR (Norway); (c) GOTO Spar (Japan). (d) Wind
Float Semi-sub (Portugal); (g) Fukushima Project (Japan); (h) SKWID Hybrid Vertical axis
wind turbine / current turbine (Japan)
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4

GUIDELINE DEVELOPMENT
ers, sponsors/investors and/or regulators on the
processes required in order to assess device
performance at various stages of device design
and development, including hydrodynamic
model testing. However, much of the guidance
given is rather general and does not address the
specific nature of many critical challenges of
tank testing MRE devices.

One of the key tasks of the committee has
been to propose revisions to the existing guideline on testing of wave energy devices and to
develop two new guidelines addressing testing
of current turbines and offshore wind turbines
respectively.This task should be seen in the
context of the proliferation of other guidelines
addressing development of Marine Renewable
Energy (MRE) devices, and which consider
issues related to model testing either directly or
indirectly. These other guidelines have been
developed by a diverse set of organisations,
including international standards bodies, intergovernmental organizations, and national and
international research projects. Some examples
of guidance related to tank-testing of MRE
devices either in existence or known to be under development by international bodies are
given in Table 1 whilst examples of guidance
developed by research organisations and/or
projects are listed in Table 2.

In contrast the guidelines proposed for
adoption by this committee aim at providing
guidance to research organisations conducting
tests on MRE devices on specific issues related
to the execution of the tests themselves.
In order to minimise duplication of effort, this
committee has been involved in informal liaison with several bodies and/or research projects currently developing guidelines in the
general area of MRE device development, in
order to raise awareness of the ITTC activities
in developing guidance in the specific area of
tank testing practice. Informal liaison has also
been established with a number of other interested parties in order to raise awareness of the
ITTC activity in this area.

Much of this guidance has been generated
by groups including few or no representatives
from ITTC organisations. The emphasis of
much of this work is to advise device develop-
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Table 1. Guidelines generated by International Bodies
Organisation

Organisation
Type

International Electro‐ International
technical Commission Standard‐
(IEC)
setting body
Technical Committee
TC114
(Marine Energy)
TS 62600‐103
International Electro‐
technical Commission
(IEC)
Technical Committee
TC88
(Wind Turbines)
PT 61400‐3‐2
International Energy
Agency (IEA)
Ocean Energy Systems

International
Standard‐
setting body

Title

Status (Reference)

Guidelines for the early
stage development of
wave energy convert‐
ers: Best practices &
recommended proce‐
dures for the testing of
pre‐prototype
scale
devices
Design
requirements
for floating offshore
wind turbines

Under Development

Infor‐
mal
Liaison
Yes

Revision under development to Yes
include Annex addressing tank
testing of FOWTs

Intergovern‐ Guidelines for the De‐ Published 2011
No
mental
or‐ velopment & Testing of http://www.ocean‐energy‐
ganization
Wave Energy Systems systems.org/
oes_reports/annex_ii_reports/

Table 2. Guidelines generated by Research Institutes and Projects
Organisation

Organisation
Type

Title

European Marine En‐
ergy Centre (EMEC)

Open‐Sea test
centre (full‐
scale & nurs‐
ery)
EU‐funded
Research Pro‐
ject
EU‐funded
Research Pro‐
ject

Tank Testing of Wave
Published 2009
Energy Conversion Sys‐ http://www.emec.org.uk/tank‐
tems
testing‐of‐wave‐energy‐
conversion‐systems/
Best practice for tank
Published 2010
Yes
testing of small marine http://www.equimar.org/equi
energy devices
mar‐project‐deliverables.html
Ongoing development Under development
Yes
of guidelines for wave
and current energy
testing
Guidance for the ex‐
Published 2008
No
perimental tank testing http://www.supergen‐
ma‐
of wave energy con‐
verters
rine.org.uk/drupal/files/reports
/WEC_tank_testing.pdf

Equimar

Marinet

Supergen Marine

UK research
project
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5.1

haves in a manner which correctly represents
the behaviour of the full-scale system over the
range of oscillation amplitude and frequency.
In addition it is important that the model-scale
PTO allows the damping to be repeatably varied in order to allow systematic investigation of
the power extraction.

POWER TAKE-OFF SYSTEMS
Introduction

One of the key differences between the behaviour of a marine renewable energy device
and other fixed or floating structures subject to
fluid action is the presence of a Power Take
Off (PTO) system specifically designed to extract energy from the interaction between the
device and the fluid flow. The device performance, in terms of power capture as well as other
aspects of the device response such as motions
and/or hydrodynamic loads, thus depends upon
the behaviour of the PTO system. Hence appropriate simulation of the power take-off is
essential during small-scale model tests to determine the performance of the system.

A key limitation in the implementation of
model-scale PTO simulators is the model size
and scale. Scale is important since some of the
parasitic loads, particularly friction will not
scale according to Froude scaling used to scale
the hydrodynamic loads, whilst size is important since it may be challenging to build a
simulated PTO to meet geometry and mass
constraints in even relatively large scale models of small devices.
At early stages of testing (e.g. TRL 1-3) it
is likely that the detailed design of the fullscale PTO is not complete, and hence the
model test will typically utilise a simplified or
idealised damper. Whilst it may not be necessary at this stage of testing to generate a numerically-quantified level of damping, a minimum requirement is that the damping can be
controlled in a repeatable manner; this can be
problematic with friction-based systems which
are sensitive to environmental factors such as
temperature and moisture.

It should be noted that the term PTO refers
specifically to the system which converts energy from one form (typically kinetic or potential) into another form (typically electrical).
The term Power Conversion Chain (PCC) is
sometimes used to describe the entire system
with which the energy is converted and transmitted to shore – hence this could include
components such as PTO, power conditioning
systems, and cabling.

5.2

Wave Energy Devices
It is important to characterise damping systems prior to the tank tests in order to gain an
understanding of the behaviour of the system
so as to determine the extent to which the system behaves in the idealised manner intended.
With passive systems this may be achieved by
applying a known motion to the PTO using an
appropriate test rig (e.g. Sheng et al. (2013)),
ideally over the full range of frequencies and
amplitudes expected in the tests.

The PTO in a wave energy device typically
extracts energy from relative motion between
different components of the device, or directly
or indirectly from relative motion between the
device and the water. The corollary to this is
that the amplitude of the motion of the structure can be strongly coupled to the amount of
energy extracted, and in turn the amount of
energy extracted can be strongly coupled to the
damping employed. Thus the simulation of the
device requires that the model-scale PTO be-
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fore necessary to measure the flow rate of the
water overtopping the crest. This may be
achieved by direct measurement of water flow
or by collecting the overtopped water and
measuring the total volume over a period of
time (e.g. Parmeggiani et al. (2013)).

At this stage the damper may be passive or
active. Passive dampers typically employ a
variety of mechanisms: on oscillating water
columns, an orifice plate or a porous medium is
often used to damp the airflow in and out of the
air chamber. Orifice plates behave in an approximately quadratic manner, with some hysteresis, whilst porous media behave more like a
linear damper (Sheng et al. (2013)); however
some studies have shown that the resulting
differences in power capture are relatively
small (Forestier et al. (2007)). Tests should
take correct account of air compressibility by
appropriate scaling of the air chamber (Weber
(2007)).

On oscillating body devices, small-scale
hydraulic or pneumatic systems or frictionbased systems may be used on oscillating body
devices. Typically the power will be obtained
from the product of force and relative velocity
between two components. Force is normally
measured with a conventional tension / compression or torque load cell. For devices which
generate power from rotational motion, the
angular velocity will normally be found from
the time derivative of the output from a potentiometer or encoder. Where devices generate
linear motion, a device such as an LVDT may
be used to measure the instantaneous position.
In both cases, and especially where the PTO
motion is underwater it may be preferred to use
an optical motion capture system to derive the
relative motion.

Instantaneous power capture in an OWC is
normally found from the product of air pressure
and flow rate. The pressure drop across the
damper is normally measured directly using a
differential pressure transducer. Direct measurement of the air flow through the damper is
challenging; flow rate is normally calculated
from the rate of change of the air volume in the
OWC which in turn is inferred from measurements of water surface elevation inside the
OWC. These measurements typically employ
conventional capacitive or resistive wave
probes. Where the duct dimension is large
enough that significant sloshing may occur, it
may be necessary to deploy several probes in
order to capture the slope of the water surface
in the duct and thus find the air flow rate.

As an alternative to dissipating energy
through a damper, the energy may be converted
into another form, such as potential energy
stored by lifting a weight or by pumping water.
For tests at higher TRLs, active dampers using closed-loop control systems are normally
employed. These may still be used with relatively simple control models to represent idealised PTOs such as linear or quadratic dampers
(e.g. Ersdal & Moe (2013)), or may incorporate
more complex control strategies.

A possible alternative is to use an optical
system to measure the response of floats inside
the OWC; in this case it is important to ensure
that the natural frequencies of the float in the
duct are well above the wave frequencies of
interest in the test.

The more complex strategies typically employ phase control with highly-tuned devices,
such as point absorbers, in order to broaden the
frequency range at which high response occurs.
In latching control (e.g. Bjarte-Larsson & Falnes (2007), Durand et al. (2007)) the relative

On overtopping devices, the overtopping
power is proportional to the height of the crest
of the artificial “beach” above mean water level
and the mean overtopping flow rate. It is there-
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es are typically designed to operate over a specific range of conditions, typically RPM or
oscillation frequency, for optimal power generation. Maintenance of optimal conditions is
usually achieved by loading the device to hold
RPM or oscillation to a desired range. An unloaded device would typically operate under
freewheeling conditions often undesirable at
full scale and producing minimum shaft power.
The PTO system, comprised of drive train,
power generation and power electronics, is the
sub-system that provides the necessary device
loading. Proper small-scale device testing must
include some form of PTO modeling.

motion is temporarily fixed, normally at an
instant of zero relative velocity, and then released once the relative force exceeds a prescribed value. In reactive control, energy is
both extracted and injected into the system at
different points in the cycle, as described by
Hansen and Kramer (2011)) for the Wavestar
prototype device. Both strategies can increase
the root-mean-square (RMS) power output
compared to that obtained with a simple damping strategy; however the increase in RMS
power often comes with a price of increased
peak loads on the system.
Any of these strategies may be implemented through a variety of hardware systems
including digital drives (e.g. Ersdal & Moe
(2013), embedded controllers (e.g. Signorelli et
al. (2011) for a PTO test rig) or Programmable
Logic Controllers (PLCs) (e.g. Banks et al.
(2013)).

The important parameters of interest relative to PTO function in a small-scale model test
of a rotating device are shaft RPM and torque
at the rotor to shaft attachment. The smallscale PTO must be designed to absorb the delivered power by the shaft under controlled
conditions to minimize shaft torque and rpm
drift during testing. In tests of model current
devices, the PTO can be represented by direct
electrical power generation, by mechanical /
hydraulic / magnetic loading or by using a
speed or torque control drive to control rotor
RPM.

A key requirement of the mechanical design
of the model and the simulated PTO is to
minimise friction in the system, both static
(“stiction”) and dynamic, since the friction will
not scale correctly with Froude scaling, and
will potentially distort the relationship between
force and velocity being simulated in the PTO.
Careful design, including the use of specialised
components such as air bearings (e.g. LamontKane et al. (2013)), can substantially reduce
the impact of friction on the system response.
Where possible it may be beneficial to locate
the load cell so that the measured load includes
loads due to mechanical friction in the system,
so that the power dissipated through friction is
included in the total power measured.

5.3

Generators, either permanent magnet or inductance, can be used in small scale model
testing using direct-drive or gear-box coupling.
While full-scale devices often have the power
generator installed in the nacelle, space limitations in small-scale model testing may require a
revised configuration where the generator is
installed in a downstream dynamometer or outside the facility. These adaptations often involve additional components like seals, bearings and gearbox configurations.

Current Turbine Devices
It is very important to quantify the small
scale PTO characteristics and operation to
properly understand device function. Key
properties include system efficiency, resistance

In general, PTO modelling in current/tidal
based renewable energy devices is generally
less demanding than for WECs. Current devic-
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derived from measurements of shaft torque and
rotational speed. In this approach the tip-speed
ratio for the test is controlled directly through
the combination of specified rotational speed of
the motor and the onset flow velocity (e.g.
Gaurier et. al (2013). It is important to ensure
that the motor and controller have adequate
torque to maintain steady speed throughout the
range of tip-speed ratios of interest. As an alternative to controlling speed, a similar approach may be utilized to control the torque.
Similar control methodologies can be established for oscillating devices where oscillation
frequency rather than rotation is controlled.

to movement which can impact turn on/off
characteristics of the device and system tares.
For small-scale tests, model dynamics
and drive-train friction losses cannot normally
be scaled appropriately; thus friction associated
with bearings and seals must be carefully assessed in order to minimize the impact on the
measured power.
Redundant instrumentation packages should
be employed where possible in which shaft
torque is measured at or near the rotor shaft
attachment and at the shaft generator attachment to give an accurate assessment of system
efficiency losses at small scale. This provides a
more reliable data set to be used in scale-up
performance prediction.

Careful consideration should be given to the
turbine control strategy in unsteady flow. If the
desire is to model accurately the behaviour of
the full scale system including the generator,
then the dynamic response of the generator to
the unsteady loads should be modelled correctly. Conversely, if the intention of the tests
is to characterise the hydrodynamics of the
rotor in unsteady conditions then the more idealised solution of using a speed-controlled motor to drive the rotor may be preferable, so that
effects related to angular acceleration and deceleration of the rotor are removed (e.g. Milne
et. al. (2013). This approach can offer a further
advantage in towing tank (as opposed to flume)
tests since the rotor may be accelerated to the
desired angular velocity prior to the towing
carriage starting, eliminating the impact of
transients related to rotor acceleration on the
time available for measurement.

Resistance loading is usually accomplished
with a drag type device attached to the PTO
drive shaft. This can be mechanical, hydraulic
or magnetic in design. This type of system is
designed to control the rotation or oscillation
rate of the device and does not directly simulate a power generation system. Typically, the
hydro-kinetic power generated by the device is
converted into heat within the PTO model or
motion of a fluid within a hydraulic / pneumatic system. Power generated is computed by the
product of measured shaft torque and shaft
rpm. Resistance loading type PTO devices
must be carefully monitored during a test to
minimize bias errors being introduced into the
results due to thermal effects or component
wear. In particular, the magnitude of resistance
loading that can be generated by a drag-type
device has to be carefully checked in order to
avoid shaft RPM drifting during tests when the
model current device generates more power
than the drag-type device can dissipate.

5.4

Offshore Wind Turbines

It should be noted that the terminology
used in offshore wind turbines is somewhat
different from that used in wave and current
devices; the gearbox, generator etc. is usually
described as the drivetrain in a wind turbine.
The requirements for drivetrain simulation in

As an alternative to the approaches described above, a speed-controlled motor may
be used to drive the rotor at a prescribed rpm.
In this case the power is typically derived from
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kamp & Ozkan-Haller, 2012, Falcao et al.,
2012).

hydrodynamic tests of offshore wind turbines
are generally rather less demanding than those
for PTO simulation in wave and current devices. The goal of hydrodynamic tests of offshore wind turbines is typically to examine
structure motions and/or loads and possibly
turbine control strategies, rather than to characterise the power capture performance of the
turbine. This typically requires appropriate
aerodynamic and gyroscopic loading to be generated by the rotor, so that the coupling between the turbine and the support structure is
correct, but it is generally not required to
measure power output. Strategies for achieving
the appropriate loading are discussed in Section
7 below.

6

6.1

The hydrodynamics of WECs consisting of
rigid bodies are essentially no different to those
for other marine structures in terms of the
modelling methodology. Hence the response of
wave energy devices to the marine environment can be studied using numerical frameworks similar to those adopted for other marine
structures. In particular, linear potential theory
is commonly utilised to determine wave loads
acting on the device.
Many studies have utilised this approach to
investigate performance of a wide range of
device types and configurations. A number of
authors have used this approach to model OWC
devices including Malmo & Reitan (1985),
Lovas et al., (2010), Gomes et al. (2011), Kurniawan et al., (2011), and Falcao (2012).

NUMERICAL MODELLING OF
MARINE RENEWABLE ENERGY
DEVICES

A wide range of oscillating body devices
have been modelled using linear potential theory. Pizer (1992) modelled the original Salter
Duck. Payne et al. (2008), and Oskamp & Ozkan-Haller (2012) modelled floating buoy devices. Babarit et al., (2005), Josset et al.,
(2007), and Ruellan et al., (2010) modelled the
SEAREV floating oscillating-body device,
while Folley et al. (2007a), Folley et al.,
(2007b) and Renzi & Dias, (2012) modelled a
bottom-hinged flap device similar to Oyster.
Farley et al., 2011 modelled the flexible Anaconda device, while Vicente et al., 2009 addressed arrays of point absorber devices. Babarit et al., (2012) developed a numerical
benchmark of a range of devices.

Numerical Modelling of Wave Energy
Converters

Mathematical and numerical models of a
wave energy converter (WEC) including simulations of both the body hydrodynamics and the
power take-off are usually called Wave-to-Wire
models (Josset et al., 2007). At early stages of
device development, numerical models can
allow rapid estimates of the energy capture
performance of a device (Pizer, 1992, Josset et
al., 2007, Payne et al., 2008, Kurniawan et al.,
2011, Babarit et al., 2012), and provide powerful tools to gain insight in the behaviour of
novel device configurations (Renzi & Dias,
2012, Alam, 2012, Farley et al., 2011, Lovas et
al., 2010). The use of efficient numerical models allows extended parametric studies and optimization to be performed more rapidly than
can be achieved experimentally (Malmo et al.,
1985, Babarit et al., 2005, Folley et al., 2007,
Vicente et al., 2009, Gomes et al., 2011, Os-

A key difference between modelling of
WECs and other marine structures is the need
to take into account the Power Take Off (PTO)
in the modelling work, due to the strong coupling between the behaviour of the PTO, including both the mechanical components and
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gies on power capture and/or structural loading
for WECs (see section 5.2). Latching control
has been studied by Greenhow et al. (1984),
Babarit et al. (2004), and Babarit & Clément
(2006). Hals et al. (2002) examined reactive
control strategies. Declutching control was
studied by Babarit et al. (2009), while predictive control was addressed by Cretel et al.
(2010). Clément & Babarit (2012) investigated
discrete control strategies; Tedeschi et al.
(2011), investigated the impact of irregular
waves on the power extraction when using different control techniques.

the control strategy, the dynamic response of
the device, and the energy capture.
It is commonly assumed that the PTO behaves as a linear spring and damper system
(see, for example, Pizer, 1992, Hals et al.,
2002, Babarit et al., 2004, Babarit & Clément,
2006, Folley et al., 2007, Folley et al., 2007,
Babarit et al., 2009, Vicente et al., 2009, Cretel
et al., 2010, Gomes et al., 2011, Oskamp &
Ozkan-Haller, 2012, Renzi & Dias, 2012, Clément & Babarit, 2012). The adoption of a linear model of the PTO in conjunction with linear potential theory for the device hydrodynamics allows calculations to be made in the
frequency domain which in turn yields fast
computations. This is particularly useful in
characterising the device performance over a
wide range of environmental conditions, which
requires many long duration simulations to
avoid statistical biases.

For marine structures, numerical modelling
is often used to determine their dynamic responses to the marine environment and to perform structural analysis. In the wave energy
context, numerical Wave-to-Wire models are
also employed to assess the energy capture
performance of the devices. This is typically
characterised via the so-called power matrix,
which expresses the mean absorbed power as a
function of the peak period and significant
height of the wave spectrum.

However, the assumption of a linear PTO
may be inaccurate when the full-scale PTO is
hydraulic. In this case, Coulomb damping (dry
friction) may be used (Babarit et al., 2012).
Full models of the hydraulic PTO systems can
also be considered (Henderson et al., 2005,
Josset et al., 2007, Falcao, 2007) which are
useful for selection of hydraulic components,
and study of the behaviour of the hydraulic
components (Yang et al., 2010). Due to the
non-linear nature of these models, the numerical simulations must be performed in the time
domain, leading to a higher computational cost.

The influence of directional spreading does
not have to be taken into account in case of
omnidirectional devices, such as heaving
buoys, or in case of near-shore devices thanks
to refraction effects (Folley & Whittaker,
2009). For directional devices, some studies
suggest that the influence of directionality is
limited provided that the device is able to selfalign with the mean direction of wave propagation (Kerbiriou et al., 2007).

In case of fully electrical PTOs, a linearised
model is more appropriate than in the case of
hydraulics. Refined models may also be used in
case of direct-drive electrical PTOs for specific
studies (Ruellan et al., 2010, Tedeschi et al.,
2011).

Characterization of the full power matrix
implies a large number of long duration simulation (typically 1 hour). Structural analysis usually relies on statistical approaches. Hence, the
Wave-to-Wire numerical model must be faster
than real time in order to obtain results in a
reasonable amount of computational time.
Thus, at present, it is still not feasible to use

Numerical models are widely used for
studying the impact of different control strate-
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be adapted to deal with this feature, using approaches such as generalised modes. Dedicated
solvers may be developed in particular cases
(Renzi & Dias, 2012). In case of overtopping
devices, linear potential theory cannot be used
and one may rely on empirical laws (Borgarino
et al., 2007).

high-fidelity models such as CFD solvers for
computation of the fluid-structure interaction in
practice (Yu & Li, 2012). However, CFD may
be used to investigate particular effects in case
of selected events (Babarit et al., 2009), or as
an alternative to tank testing for calibration of
empirical corrections, such as the viscous
damping coefficients in Morison equation
(Bhinder et al., 2011).

As for other marine energy devices, wave
energy converters are expected to be deployed
in arrays consisting of many devices. The behaviour and performance of devices can be
different in the array from that found for the
isolated device due to wave interactions (Budal, 1977, Evans, 1979, Falnes, 1980).
The wave farm may also have a significant
impact on the local wave climate, possibly affecting coastal processes. These effects are
challenging to assess in experiments due to the
large physical size of possible arrays and the
finite extent of test facilities. Thus, most of the
research work on these subjects has been conducted numerically.

Figure 13: Power matrix of a bottom hinged
oscillating surge wave converter. (Babarit et
al., 2012)

Potential-theory based models or wave
propagation models may be used to address
these issues. Their advantages and drawbacks
have been have been recently reviewed in Folley et al., (2012), from which the summary
table 1 has been extracted. It shows that, at
present, there is no single best numerical technique for WEC arrays. For wave propagation
models, the key issue lies in taking proper account of the disturbance generated by the WEC
or array of WECs. In contrast, for potentialflow solvers, the challenges relate to the
bathymetry and the computational time. It can
also be noted that there is a clear lack of suitable experimental validation data.

Although linear potential flow theory is often the only practical option, its limitations
must be acknowledged. WECs are often designed to have their natural frequencies within
the wave spectrum. Thus, the motion response
of the device may be large, which violates the
assumption of small amplitude motion. Significant discrepancies in comparison with experiments may be observed (Durand et al., 2007).
Some research groups are putting efforts in
developing medium fidelity models to address
this issue, while keeping the computational cost
moderate (Gilloteaux et al., 2007, Guerber et
al., 2012).
Some WECs are composed of many articulated bodies with many more degrees of freedom than the conventional 6 DOFs for conventional rigid body motions (Soulard & Babarit,
2012, Babarit et al., 2013). BEM solvers must
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Table 3 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF NUMEzuCAL MODELLING TECHIQUES FOR WEC ARRAYS
Potentiâl flow models
Time-domain
Semi-analytical
technioues
formulation

Linear Bf,M
Fundamental
Definition ol

Implicit body surfaces

hydrodynamics

Explicit coefficients

Nonlinear wave dynamics

Nonlinear BEM

Boussinesq

Mild-slope

Explicit absoçtion layers

Not capable

Implicitly

lmplicitly

capable

capable

Not capable

Not capable

Implicit solver

Explicit absorption layers

Explicit inclusion by I inearisation

Explicit inclusion

Explicit incìusion

Nonlinear dynamics
Vortex shedding

Soectral wave models

WEC radiation

Implicitly capable

Explicitly capable

Diffraction

Implicitly capable

Explicitly capable

Variable bathymetry and
marine cunents

Not capable

lmplicitìy

Implicitly

capable

capable

Supra-grid

Sub-grid

CFD

Explicit

Explicit source

absorption laver

strength

Implicit fluid
flow
lmplicitly

Implicitly capable for

pbase-

capable

averaged dynamics

Explicit
absorption layer

Explicit

source

strength

lmplicit inclusion

Explicit inclusion
Not capable

Explicitly
capable

Approximated by phase-decoupled
refracti on-diffracti

o

Implicit solver

n

lmplicitly capable

Impticitly
capable

Implicitly
capable

Implicitly
capable

ComDutation
Primary dependent
Secondary dependent

Complexity of
function

Number of panels

Number of frequencies and
directions

Determinate of array

Number ofpanels
and complexity
of equations

Number of panels

Number oltime-steps

Quadratic increase with number of WECs

"size"

Simple and stable

Soìver

Number of cells

Number of ceils

Number of cells

Number of time-steps

Number of frequencies and
directions

Number of time-

Linear increase with spatial area

Simple and poss
unstable

Complex and
stable

Simple and poss
unstable

Simple and stable

Medium

Low

Linear increase with spatial area
Simple and stable

steps

Linear inc with
spatial volume
Complex and

poss unstable

Usabil
Required skill
Software availability in

2012

Low

High

Medium

High

Commercial code

Research code

Commercial code

Research code

Commercial code available, WEC

available

only

available

only

model required

**t* - h¡shlv suifebleLocalised effects
Dynamic control
AEP lsmall \ùEC arrav)
AEP (laree WEC arrav)
Environmental impact
Suitabilitv I

t**

- moderetelv suitahle* tO ***

t* - noorlv suitable. * - not suit¡ble I

'Limited to shallow water
"

Limited to miìd-slope
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Low

Medium

Open-source code available, WEC
model required

High
Commercial and
open-source code
available

With few exceptions, turbine and nonturbine systems have in common that power is
generated by means of lifting surfaces subject
to rotary or oscillatory motions. According to
the device type, these surfaces consist in turbine blades, foils or sails. The prediction of
hydrodynamic forces generated on these lifting
surfaces can be obtained by computational
models with different levels of approximation
used to describe relevant fluid-dynamics
mechanisms. Due to similarities of energy capturing mechanisms and of device layouts to
some extent, computational methods for marine
current devices are closely related to models
used for wind turbine modelling.

6.2 Numerical Modelling of Current Turbines
Theoretical and computational hydrodynamics modelling plays a key role in the development of marine current devices. Numerical
methods are primarily used to achieve a preliminary validation of concepts. At this stage,
energy capturing mechanisms are investigated
and rough estimates of power output capability
are obtained. Simplified system layouts and
operating conditions are considered, e.g., an
isolated rotor in uniform axial flow.
At a later stage of technology development,
computational hydrodynamics modelling is
used in combination with physical model testing to analyse details of the flowfield around
the device. Parametric studies are performed to
investigate response to different operating conditions and to optimise geometry details. A
more detailed representation of system components is usually addressed in this phase, e.g.,
rotor hubs and supporting structures, device
clusters. In addition to hydrodynamic performance, numerical studies also provide data for
the structural design of the overall system.

A broad classification can be set distinguishing global performance methods and
flowfield models. The former class identifies
simple approaches that provide an estimate of
device power output by momentum and energy
balancing of the water mass flowing through
the device. Momentum theory, and Blade Element Method (BEM) and their combination,
Blade Element Momentum Theory (BEMT)
belong to this class. Very fast predictions of
global hydrodynamic performance can be obtained using basic geometry and operating conditions representations.

In general, computational modelling provides analysis and design tools that are complementary to testing physical models in laboratories and field sites. In particular, aspects
that cannot be reproduced by physical tests can
be investigated by numerical simulations. This
includes, for instance, estimation of scale effects on results of laboratory tests carried out
on small models in order to provide reference
data for the design of full-scale prototypes to
be deployed in open water. The analysis of
multiple device operations in arrays and the
impact of energy capture on the environment
are other examples of applications of computational models.

An example is given by Bahaj et al.
(2007a), where numerical results by two
BEMT models are compared with experimental
data from Bahaj et al. (2007b). The capability
of BEMT to determine reliable performance
estimates at early stage of design of horizontalaxis turbines is demonstrated.
Inviscid-Flow Models. Flowfield models
aim at describing details of the hydrodynamic
interaction between the device and the incoming flow by the numerical solution of mass and
momentum equations. Under the assumptions
of inviscid, irrotational onset flows, Lifting
Line, Lifting Surface, Vortex Lattice, Bound-
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cyclic variations of blade angle of attack over a
revolution may determine transient separations
of blade boundary layer with strong load peaks
that are not observed under attached flow conditions. The mechanism, known as dynamic
stall is described e.g. in Ferreira et al. (2009).

ary Integral Equations Methods (respectively,
LLM, LSM, VLM, BIEM) are derived. These
methods provide estimates of turbine hydrodynamic loads and power at very reduced computational efforts. Viscosity effects are only approximately taken into account and hence particular care has to be devoted to analyse blades
and foils operating at high angle of attack
where viscosity-induced effects like boundary
layer flow separation and static/dynamic stall
have an impact on blade loads.

Urbina et al. (2013) combine a LLM with a
dynamic stall model derived by the BeddoesLeishman model widely used for helicopter
rotors and wind turbines. Numerical results
compared to experimental data (e.g. Figure 14)
show that dynamic stall modelling is fundamental to correctly describe VACT blade loads
and power,

Examples of current turbine performance
by inviscid-flow models are given in Falcao de
Campos (2007) and Baltazar and Falcao de
Campos (2008), where a 3D BIEM is used to
predict rotor forces and power over a range of
values of Tip Speed Ratio (TSR) and yaw angles between 0 and 15 degrees. Numerical results are compared to experimental data in Bahaj et al. (2007b).

Viscous-Flow Models. Although inviscidflow models describe many aspects of current
device/flow interactions, viscous-flow models
based on the numerical solution of the NavierStokes equations provide a more physicallyconsistent and comprehensive approach to accurately describe a full range of system layouts
and operating conditions.

The same methodology is applied in
Salvatore and Greco (2008) to evaluate unsteady blade forces on vertical-axis turbines. In
both papers the importance of coupling BEM
with trailing wake modelling and viscous-flow
corrections is stressed.

The most popular approach among viscousflow solvers is the Reynolds-Averaged NavierStokes Equation (RANSE) method. This methodology allows to estimate the effects of flow
vorticity and turbulence on hydrodynamic
loads. Turbulence modelling is introduced to
avoid the explicit solution of eddies in the flow.
If more detailed descriptions of local flow perturbations and of blade/foil generated wakes
are necessary, Detached Eddy or Large Eddy
Simulation model (respectively, DES and LES)
are preferred to RANSE.

The problem of predicting the trailing vorticity pattern shed by VACT blades is addressed by Li and Calisal (2010a, 2010b, 2011)
using a 3D potential-flow vortex method with
viscosity-effects correction. The impact of the
wake shed by one turbine blades on the following blades is analysed for different configurations and the best performing layouts are determined.
Viscous-flow correction models are used to
improve turbine blade load predictions from
inviscid-flow models that cannot describe blade
stall and post-stall conditions when blades are
at high angle of attack, a common condition in
case of operation at small TSR. In particular,
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water channel. To this purpose, the computational domain reproduces the test section of the
facility. The turbine region is enclosed into a
cylindrical grid block that rotates with respect
to the rest of the grid fixed with channel walls.
Suitable boundary conditions are imposed at
the interface between rotating and fixed grids.
Numerical results include pressure and loads
distributions on turbine blades and flowfield
quantities for given current speed and different
values of the Tip Speed Ratio (TSR).

Figure 14. Modelling Dynamic Stall effect on
blade loads (Urbina et al., 2013)

Pinon et al. (2012) propose a computational
study of a horizontal axis turbine by a methodology based on a velocity-vorticity formulation
of the Navier-Stokes equations. Turbine blades
are not explicitly simulated, but their effect on
the flow is accounted for through forcing terms
in the momentum equation. A Lagrangianbased vortex method is used to describe the
evolution of the vortical wake shed by turbine
blades. Calculated velocity maps in the turbine
wake are in good agreement with experimental
data.

Viscous-flow methods are typically referred
to as Computational Fluid-Dynamics (CFD)
methods. The main drawback with CFD is that
computational set-up and computing effort can
be very demanding also for simple problems.
Dealing with turbines and oscillating foils, a
complication is to capturing the interaction
between rotating parts (e.g blades) and nonrotating parts (e.g., supporting structures, diffusers) which requires fixed/rotating grid interface techniques.

CFD simulations of vertical-axis turbines
are primarily aimed at analysing blade/wake
interactions, as illustrated in Figure 15 taken
from Maitre et al. (2013). Several computational studies analyse power output increase
that can be achieved in VACTs by blade pitch
control or similar strategies to optimise blade
angle of attack over a revolution, see e.g.
Hwang et al. (2009), Paillard et al. (2012) and
Xiao et al. (2013). The latter use the commercial unsteady RANSE solver Fluent to simulate
turbine blades with symmetrical sections and
fixed or oscillating flaps at the trailing edge.
Results show that power output can be increased by mitigation of boundary layer separation and shed vortex control by oscillating
flaps.

To limit the computational burden, CFD
modelling of turbines is often addressed using
simplified models in which the blades are not
explicitly solved as solid boundaries of the
fluid domain but their effect is indirectly taken
into account via suitable forcing terms in the
momentum equations. Furthermore, the analysis of vertical-axis turbines is usually performed under the assumption of infinite-length
blades, to reduce the problem to a 2D schematization.
Recent literature provides an amount of
CFD studies for all kinds of current devices. As
an example, the computational prediction of a
horizontal-axis turbine by using the commercial RANSE solver ANSYS CFX is presented by
Jo et al. (2012). Numerical results are validated
against measurements from model tests on a
scaled model turbine tested in a circulating

The effect of diffusers on turbine performance is investigated in several papers. As an
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eration are determined that should require adequate experimental validation.

example, Luquet et al. (2013) present a study
of a twin, horizontal-axis ducted rotor assembly
by an unsteady RANSE model.

Unsteady loads and waves. In addition to
power capturing capability, numerical models
are also used to provide detailed analysis of
hydrodynamic loads that are necessary to correctly design device components. Unsteadyflow models allow to determine transient loads
that are generated on turbine blades over a
revolution about the axis. Fluctuating blade
loads are caused by non-homogeneous, unsteady incoming flow due to many factors including device disalignment to the onset flow,
high turbulence levels and velocity shear. Furthermore, the interaction between onset flow
and turbine-induced perturbation yields complex mechanisms on turbulent structures, as
discussed in Birjandi et al. (2012) for the case
of a vertical-axis turbine.

Figure 15. Vorticity field and streamlines calculated across a VACT (Maitre et al., 2013)

The duct/rotor assembly is simulated under
simplified assumptions (single blade rotor and
cyclic conditions) to limit the computational
effort. Numerical predictions show flow accelerations of 40% inside the duct. However, the
authors indicate that if the power coefficient is
scaled on the outer diameter of the diffuser, the
power coefficient substantially drops below
that of the Betz limit. Based on generated results, two duct geometries were chosen to be
manufactured and tested in a towing tank.

The effect of free-surface waves on loading
fluctuations is investigated in Lust et al. (2013)
where experimental data are compared with
numerical predictions by BEMT, and in Whelan et al. (2009), where tidal stream turbines
are described using an actuator disc model.
Mason-Jones et al. (2013) present an experimental/computational study of the effect of
velocity shear on the performance of a tidal
turbine. Field measurements of the velocity
profile using an Acoustic-Doppler Current profiler (ADCP) technique are used as inlet condition for a CFD analysis of turbine flow. The
unsteady CFD model is based on a commercial
RANSE code (ANSYS Fluent). Blade loading
time histories over a revolution cycle are calculated for an isolated tri-bladed rotor and for a
combined rotor/supporting stanchion assembly.
Force and power fluctuations induced by the
onset velocity shear and by the interaction with
the stanchion are analysed revealing that a
structure downstream the rotor may have an
effect in terms of load peak intensity and fre-

Furthermore, Gaden and Bibeau (2010) present the results of a computational study using
the commercial RANSE code ANSYS CFX of
the flow around an axisymmetric shroud. Turbine induction is estimated by a simplified
momentum source model and is not explicitly
solved by RANSE. This turns into a computationally efficient methodology that can be used
to perform parametric studies to determine duct
geometries capable to maximise turbine power
output for a given current energy density. The
capability to achieve power output gains up to
a factor 3 with respect to unducted turbine op-
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quency higher than the onset shear flow (Figure
16).

posite materials for blades. Dealing with composites, hydroelastic effects on blades are to be
taken into account because of the large deflections that blade loading determine. A hydroelastic analysis of a horizontal axis turbine is
described by Nicholls et al. (2013). The FluidStructure Interaction model combines a LSM to
predict blade loads and a structural model from
the Finite Element commercial code ANSYS.
Numerical results indicate that hydroelastic
tailoring consisting of blade bend-twist coupling has a potential to reduce blade loading
and to increase efficiency and reliability.

Reliability. Particular attention is also
given to assessing the reliability of current turbine blades, with fatigue and fracture identified
as failure modes that are induced by loading
fluctuations during operation.

Arrays. A commercial RANSE code was
used by Antheaumea et al. (2008) to describe
the flowfield with a body-force method to describe turbine blades effects. Turbine-induced
perturbation is represented recasting blade
loading evaluated by BEM as volume forces
introduced in the right hand side of the momentum equation and evaluated by BEM. The
model is applied to analyse single Darrieus
VACT units and arrays. Good agreement between numerical predictions and experimental
data of single unit performance are obtained for
TSR > 4. Numerical applications to investigate
spacing effects in a row of multiple turbines are
also presented through numerical examples
(Figure 17).

Figure 16. Transient axial force (top) and power
(bottom) on isolated axial rotor and upstream of a
stanchion (Maison-Jones et al., 2013)

An example of a theoretical study on blade
reliability is presented in Hu and Du (2012). A
time-dependent reliability analysis for a tribladed horizontal-axis turbine is presented.
Reliability over a 20-years life cycle is referred
to excessive flapwise bending moments calculated by a standard BEM. Blade loading predictions are based on a stochastic analysis of river
current intensity. Numerical results show the
effect of cut-off velocity to improve blade reliability. The study considers a river current scenario but the methodology can be extended to
tidal current devices in general.
Reliability studies are particularly important
in view of the assessment of non-metallic com-

Environmental aspects. No less important
in the development of marine current turbines
is the analysis of the environmental impact of
devices in terms of energy capture, radiated
noise, sediment transports. Computational
modelling can be used to analyse device/environment interactions by macro-scale
problems where portions of regions around the
device deployment site are simulated.
The impact of tidal energy extraction on
sediment transportation and related seabed
level changes is analysed in Neill et al. (2009,
2012) by using a 1D morphological model for
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the solution of mass and momentum equations
combined with suitable sediment transport and
bed level change models. Tidal current devices
are simulated as equivalent bed-friction source
terms in the momentum equations. Results of
the study show that tidal energy extraction reduces the magnitude of bottom level changes
and the effect is more pronounced in case of
different tide intensity between tide rise and
fall phases (tidal asymmetry).

cross-flow devices, Xiao et al. (2012) for an
oscillating foil device, and Liu et. al (2013) for
a flexible flapping foil.

6.2

Validation of Numerical Modelling for
Offshore Wind Turbines

Offshore Wind Turbines (OWTs) are generally designed using simulation codes which
aim to model the coupled effects of wind inflow, aerodynamics, hydrodynamics, turbine
control systems and structural elasticity. These
are known as aero-hydro-servo-elastic codes;
some examples are shown in Table 1 (Robertson et al., 2014). Due to the high level of complexity of these codes it is desirable that they
are verified and validated to ensure their accuracy. A series of research tasks have been developed under the International Energy Agency
(IEA) Wind to address this need.
The first task was designated the Offshore
Code Comparison Collaboration (OC3) which
operates under Subtask 2 of the International
Energy Agency (IEA) Wind Task 23. The OC3
programme consisted of four phases each analysing a different problem. The basis of the
study was a code-to-code comparison. In Phase
I, the NREL 5-mW wind turbine was simulated
in 20m of water on a monopile with rigid foundation; in phase II the foundation was made
flexible using different models to represent
soil-pile interactions. In Phase III, the water
depth was changed to 45 m and the monopile
was replaced with a tripod substructure; whilst
in Phase IV, the wind turbine was installed on a
floating spar-buoy in deep water (320 m). Full
details may be found in Jonkman & Musial,
(2010).

Figure 17. Axial velocity prediction across a 5-unit
turbine row (from Antheaumea et al., 2008)

The development of a 2D hydrodynamic
model for coastal environment analysis based
on the numerical solution of depth-integrated
3D Navier-Stokes equations is presented by
Ahmadian et al. (2012). Turbines effects are
modelled via source terms. The methodology is
applied to simulate the impact of a notional
current turbine array on current intensity outside the array and to analyse suspended sediment transportation.
Novel concepts. Finally, CFD is applied to
carry on the initial validation of innovative
concepts. A literature survey on this topic is not
addressed here for the sake of conciseness.
Recent studies include Amelio et al. (2012) for
a novel HACT device, Gebreslassie et al.
(2013) and Yang & Lawn (2011) for novel

The second task, designated the Offshore
Code Comparison Collaboration, Continuation
(OC4) project extended the work of OC3 by
considering the same turbine installed on two
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further foundations types. Phase 1 considered a
jacket structure in a water depth of 50m (Popko
et al. (2012), while Phase II considered a semisubmersible platform in 200m water depth
(Robertson et al. 2013).

7

WIND LOAD MODELLING ON
WIND TURBINES

7.1

Uncoupled Tests

A new project by IEA Wind to initiate the
validation of offshore wind modelling tools
through comparison of simulated responses to
physical response data from actual measurements is named the Offshore Code Comparison
Collaboration, Continuation, with Correlation
(OC5) as in Fig. 4 and will begin in 2014 and
run for four years. The project will examine
three structures using data from both floating
and fixed-bottom systems, and from both
scaled tank testing and full-scale, open-ocean
testing.

Tank tests of bottom-mounted offshore
wind turbines will often be focussed on determination of hydrodynamic loads on the support
structure. In these tests, it may not be necessary
to simulate the wind load and the wave/current
loads simultaneously as these loads may be
considered to act independently in many cases.
Where the tests aim to examine the dynamic
responses of the tower and support structure in
extreme weather this decoupling may be particularly appropriate, since in these conditions
the turbine will typically be shut down. Hence
in these cases, hydrodynamic tests can be carried out without the rotor as long as the influence of the rotor mass properties is correctly
represented (e.g. de Ridder et al. (2011)).

Table 3 Offshore Wind Modelling Tools
(Robertson, et al., 2014)

Measurement of wave / current loads without simulation of wind loads offers a number of
advantages. Facilities without wind generation
may be employed, set-up and calibration time
will be reduced, whilst a larger model can be
used for the measurements of wave/current
loads. Furthermore, measurement uncertainty
may be reduced since the entire range of the
load measurement systems can be used for
measuring the wave/current loads. However,
where tests are aimed at investigating the coupled dynamic response of the structure in operational conditions, including realistic modelling of flexibility and aerodynamic damping,
then inclusion of the aerodynamic coupling due
to the rotor is necessary.
In studies of floating offshore wind turbines, model tests without the rotor can be carried out at preliminary stages of the tests or for
special purposes, such as comparison of differ-
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as the gyroscopic effects and the steady torque;
furthermore, the total mass and moments of
inertia of the system will inevitably be incorrect. This approach can only be justified for
rough estimation of the maximum mooring
offset (e.g. Chujo, et al. (2011)).

ent support structures in terms of their responses to waves, or for the validation of numerical models. However, final tests aiming at
evaluating the global response of the system
from the concept validation stage to the prototype and demonstration stage should include at
least simplified modelling of the rotor due to
the strong coupling present between the platform dynamics and the rotor-generated forces
and moments.

7.2

A further possibility, which may be suitable
for small-scale tests in the concept validation
stage, is to use the rotor as a fan rotating in
otherwise stationary air (e.g. Kraskowski
(2012)). This offers a rather simplified approach to the investigation of response of
FOWTs in facilities which do not have wind
generation capabilities. In this case, separate
measurements are required to calibrate the system, i.e. to identify the force vs. rpm characteristics.

Simplified Coupled Aero-Hydrodynamic Tests

The forces and moments generated by the
rotor are partly aerodynamic in nature, but additional moments are generated due to gyroscopic effects; for example, pitch motions of a
horizontal-axis turbine facing into wind and
waves will generate gyroscopic moments
around the yaw axis.

This method of modelling the rotor is quite
simple and allows for easy adjustment of the
mean wind load. However, it is difficult with
this approach to control the blade pass frequency and wind load simultaneously to
achieve the correct mean thrust and torque
whilst capturing tower interaction effects. Further challenges of this approach include the
correct simulation of orientation of gyroscopic
moments in relation to steady moments, and
the difficulty in realistically simulating the behaviour of the magnitude and direction of the
thrust vector as the turbine pitches. Particular
care is required in the interpretation of results
from this type of test.

It should be emphasized here that the aim of
modelling the rotor loads in hydrodynamic
testing of offshore wind turbines is normally
not to determine the power captured by the
turbine. Instead the goal is to model rotor loads
sufficiently accurately to allow for correct
evaluation of the global response of the system.
Simplified Simulation without Wind Generation. A number of methods may be employed to simulate the presence of the rotor
without using a direct representation of the
rotor aerodynamics, although none capture all
of the physics of the fully-coupled system.

Simplified Simulation with Wind Generation. Where a simulated wind field may be
created in a tank, it is possible that a solid or
porous disc may be used in place of the rotor in
conjunction with a battery of fans. The disc
should be sized to generate a drag load in the
simulated wind field corresponding to the predicted mean thrust on the turbine. If a rotating
disc is employed with Froude-scaled rotary
moment of inertia, and rotation speed, it is pos-

In the simplest case, the steady wind load
may be simulated using a lightweight line attached at the rotor hub (for a horizontal axis
system) and tensioned using a weight to simulate the steady aerodynamic thrust. However
this approach neglects the aerodynamic damping imparted by the rotor on the system as well
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The minimum aerodynamic requirement for
modelling the presence of rotor in a fullycoupled test of a floating offshore wind turbine
is the correct reproduction of the mean wind
thrust load in order to generate correct aerodynamic overturning moments and mooring offsets. The impact of rotor aerodynamics on pitch
damping is also of great importance.

sible to capture the coupled response of the
structure taking into account the gyroscopic
coupling between the rotor and the platform.
Alternatively, a separate rotating arm may be
deployed downwind of the disc (see Cermelli et
al. (2009)).
This approach neglects the aerodynamic
torque exerted by the rotor on the platform as
well as blade / tower interactions; problems
may result due to the unsteadiness of the flow
around the disc when pitching in waves.

7.3

Maintaining the Reynolds similarity is in
general not possible for typical sizes of basin
models, and thus detailed modelling of aerodynamics, including stall phenomena, is usually
infeasible. Variations in wind speed caused by
motions of a floating platform will in any case
naturally be driven by wave effects governed
by Froude similarity.

Direct simulation of the rotor in fully
coupled tests.

Direct modelling of a floating offshore
wind turbine rotor is usually realized by exposing a working rotor to a wind field generated
by a battery of fans. This method allows for the
most accurate modelling of actual conditions of
the rotor operation and is recommended to be
used whenever possible. Examples are given in
Chujo et al. (2011) for a spar OWT, Shin et al.
(2013) for a semi-submersible OWT and Goupee et al. (2012), for spar, semi-submersible
and TLP. The rotor rpm and the spatial variation of wind speed should be carefully calibrated prior to the main experiments.

Depending on the required outcome of the
tests, modelling the rotor will usually also require maintaining the Froude similarity for the
rotor RPM to generate the correct representation of the gyroscopic effect of the rotor as well
to allow more accurate representation of the
aerodynamic interaction between the rotor and
the support structure. This will also involve
realistic representation of the mass distribution
and possibly the elasticity of supporting structure and rotor blades.
Performance models of OWTs will therefore normally be scaled using Froude similitude. However some key parameters related to
wind loading will not scale in this manner,
leading to scale effects when extrapolating to
full-scale, particularly for FOWTs. Approaches
to address this through redesign of the rotor
model are discussed in more detail in section
7.4.

Particular challenges in this approach with
respect to the wind generation include the generation of wind field over the large volumes
required due to the size of the models, especially where tests are intended to include the
representation of wind gradients and the wind
turbulence (see section 7.5). A further challenge is the difficulty of generating wind in a
wave tank close to a wavy water surface, particularly in tests with large waves. The design
of a wind system for use over a wave tank is
discussed by De Ridder et al. (2013).
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7.4

correct gyroscopic moments, then the tip-speed
ratio will be incorrect, resulting in incorrect
torque. However this may be justified as an
approximation since the overturning moment
due to thrust is typically very much greater
than that due to torque. The ratio of unsteady
velocity (caused by platform motions) to mean
velocity will be reduced leading to incorrect
modelling of effects of unsteady inflow on the
rotor. Nonetheless, results show that the aerodynamic damping of the platform pitch generated by the turbine is modelled with a reasonable degree of accuracy.

Physical Modelling of Rotor Aerodynamics

In wind/wave tank model tests of FOWTs,
the difficulty in achieving flow similarity between model and prototype increases drastically with increases the scale ratio. As mentioned in section 3.4, the increasing size of
modern wind turbines designed for offshore
deployment results in scale ratios in the region
of 1/50 – 1/200. The application of Froude
similarity to the steady wind speed results in
substantially incorrect modelling of the rotor
aerodynamics due to Reynolds number dissimilitude.

A second approach addressing low Reynolds number effects is the placement of studs
or other roughened materials as a turbulence
stimulator along the leading edge of a blade;
however this is unlikely to improve the turbine
performance adequately on its own to yield
comparable performance with the full-scale
device, and can yield unrealistic results if laminar separation occurs, as well as unrealistic
unsteady aerodynamic loads during flow reattachment.

The low Reynolds Number conditions can
cause substantially dissimilar flows with the
relatively thick sections often employed in offshore wind turbines, due to effects such as
laminar separation, leading to reduced lift and
increased drag, and unrealistically low thrust
and torque coefficients compared to the fullscale foils. The small model size also results in
increasing influence of any imperfections in
geometric representation on the flow quality
(Muthanna et al., 2013).
The most important forces generated on the
rotor and contributing to global response of the
FOWT are: gyroscopic moments, rotor thrust
and rotor torque. In order to match the thrust
and torque correctly, it is necessary to modify
the rotor and/or the mean wind speed to correct
for the Reynolds number dissimilitude. It is
generally difficult to reproduce both thrust and
torque correctly, hence priorities must be set;
generally this will involve prioritising attempting to match the thrust correctly.

A third possible approach is to redesign the
rotor blade sections to account for Reynolds
number effects, or even more radical solutions
such as changing the number of blades and the
rotor diameter. This can involve choice of
laminar flow sections for the model scale rotor
so that the model rotor design can simulate as
closely as possible the correct full-scale mean
thrust and torque coefficients at the modelscale Reynolds Number (based on blade
chord), whilst still maintaining the correct mass
properties. Martin et al. (2012) demonstrate an
example in which blades were redesigned using
low Reynolds number aerofoils. These sections
are less susceptible to laminar separation under
low Reynolds number conditions, leading to
broadly correct values of scaled thrust and
aerodynamic damping using Froude-scaled

Martin et al. (2012) discuss three possible
approaches to address this challenge. In the
first approach, the wind speed is increased beyond the Froude-scaled value to compensate
for the low thrust coefficient. If rotor speed is
maintained at Froude-scaled values, to retain
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sembly) and the reproduction of the complex
active blade pitch control system. Some examples of successful model tests of FOWTs in
wind and waves including direct modelling of
the blade pitch control system were reported by
Chujo et al. (2013) and De Ridder et al. (2013).

wind speed. A further example of this technique is given by De Ridder et al. (2013).
Correct modelling of the gyroscopic moments introduced by the rotor can be achieved
by Froude scaling of the mass properties and
rotor speed. However, modelling the mass
properties of the rotor at small scale will require lightweight materials of high strength
potentially presenting some severe challenges
in manufacture. For example, the 1:80 scale
blades shown in Figure 18 have a target mass
of only 35g. It can be difficult to achieve the
necessary combination of accurate geometry
and very low mass using conventional model
making techniques, and novel approaches may
be required: for example, film-coated blades
may be manufactured from components created
by a 3D printer to achieve both mass and elasticity requirements.

7.5

Wind characteristics for design load
calculations

Key issues for design load calculations include the choice of models for wind gradient
and the turbulence. Obrhai (2012) reviews the
current guidelines for wind modelling for offshore wind turbines.
The IEC standard 64100-3 (2009) recommend that the wind speed profile as a function
of height is given by the power law:
V z   Vhub z zhub 

where, for normal wind conditions, the
power law exponent, , is taken as 0.14. The
same standard gives the option for the stochastic turbulence models of using the Kaimal spectral and the exponential coherency model:

Figure 18 1:80 scale model rotor blades for
a 5MW wind turbine produced by the University of Ulsan, Korea using a 3D printer

8

Contribution of the wind load to global response of the FOWT is also strongly affected
by the pitch control strategy of the turbine. In
the near future, it is possible that 3D printers
will enable the manufacture of both very light
weight models of the RNA (rotor nacelle as-

Whilst extensive studies have been made in
the marine renewable energy literature of the
uncertainty of energy resource and of the eco-
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UNCERTAINTIES IN PHYSICAL
MODEL EXPERIMENTS AND
EXTRAPOLATION TO FULLSCALE

(2013) address the model-scale uncertainty in a
variety of parameters associated with smallscale model tests of an idealised heaving buoy
device both as a single point absorber and in a
square array of four devices. Results show a
model-scale uncertainty in power capture for a
single test of 8-10% which could be reduced to
2-3% by using multiple repeat tests; however
even then, the uncertainty could be of similar
order as array interactions.

nomics renewable energy, there are relatively
few examples of thorough uncertainty analyses
of hydrodynamic tests and/or extrapolation to
full-scale. This is perhaps surprising given the
importance of understanding the accuracy of
the prediction of power capture of devices in
predicting the cost of energy generated.
Whilst standard procedures specifically addressing MRE devices have not been developed, some aspects of uncertainty analysis for
hydrodynamic tests of MRE devices may be
inferred from existing ITTC procedures. For
example, the uncertainty in the loading on a
horizontal axis current turbine may be assessed
using a variation of the approach set out in
ITTC Recommended Procedure 7.5-02-03-02.2
Uncertainty Analysis, Example for Open Water
Test (see for example Milne et al. (2013)).
Similarly the motions of floating wave or current energy devices or floating wind turbines
can be assessed using a modified version of the
approach set out in ITTC Recommended Procedure 7.5-02-07-02.1 Seakeeping Experiments, whilst measurements of flow around
devices may be directly addressed using approaches such as described in ITTC Recommended Procedure 7.5-01-03-03 Uncertainty
Analysis: Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV).
An example of such an analysis is given in
Fleming et al. (2013) for PIV measurements of
the flow inside an Oscillating Water Column
wave energy device.

In general there are several key challenges
to be addressed in the assessment of uncertainty for full-scale power capture predictions.
One of the key issues affecting uncertainty of
the model-scale results for a wave energy device is the simulated Power Take-Off system,
as discussed in detail in section 5.2. In tests at
low TRLs, it is unlikely that the full-scale PTO
has been designed in detail, and hence any
model-scale PTO simulator will be idealised.
Nonetheless it is important to estimate the uncertainty in the behaviour of the idealised system in order including effects of static or dynamic friction, and hydraulic or pneumatic
systems.
This may be achieved using a PTO test rig
as discussed in section 5.2; data from these
tests may be used to inform the uncertainty in
the model dynamics. Other aspects of the tests
which require particular care are the uncertainties in the model-scale wave conditions, related
to temporal and spatial variations through the
tank; these have particular significance where
array tests are carried out, since the “footprint”
of the array will often be substantially larger
than other single structures typically tested.

However there are some very specific challenges in relation to the analysis of uncertainty
of power output of MRE devices which are not
addressed by existing procedures. These are
discussed further below.

The impact of wave blockage on results
should be carefully considered; guidance for
other structures (such as offshore platforms),
which are generally designed so that interaction
with waves is small, may not be well-suited to
wave energy devices which are designed to

Arguably the area in which greatest development is required is in the prediction of power
from wave energy devices. Very few examples
exist in the literature of uncertainty analysis of
wave energy device tests. Lamont-Kane et al.
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maximise energy extraction from the waves.
Ersdal & Moe (2013) discuss the impact of
tank width on power capture of a floating wave
energy device. For some devices, there may be
issues related to model manufacture. Achieving
the desired mass properties (where they are
known) may be challenging for floating bodies
due to limits on size of PTO components,
whilst scaling material properties of flexible
structures is often difficult.

9
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